SAT response to the IRGN2146

The following indicates the page numbers and the items of the IRGN2146 document and the SAT responses.

pp. 14-15
● Fonts to be improved:
  2CFDF usat-05762
  2D102 usat-00875
  2DE2F usat-03390
  2DFC5 (USAT font to be improved)
➢ SAT sent the revised fonts according to the indications.

pp. 18-19.
● T1. Page 2489-2582, Clause 33 – “CJK Unified Ideographs Extension F”
➢ SAT follows decision by IRG on the proposal.

p. 21
● E5. Page 2489 – 2582 Clause 33 “CJK Unified Ideographs Extension F”
➢ SAT fixed the overlapping problem and sent new fonts to the editor.

p. 25
● T6. Page 53, Clause 33, Code Charts and lists of character names – CJK Ext. F – U+2D0F0
➢ SAT basically agrees to unify, but follows decision by IRG.

p. 25
➢ SAT basically agrees to unify, but follows decision by IRG.

p. 25
➢ SAT agrees to this change, if IRG accepts.
  - SAT revised the font.

  - SAT basically agrees to unify, but follows decision by IRG.

  - SAT basically agrees to unify, but follows decision by IRG.